
1ST HALF TERM
Stereotypes

2ND HALF TERM
Of Mice and 

Men

3RD HALF TERM
Conflict Poetry

4th HALF TERM
Speech Writing

5th HALF TERM
The Gothic 

6th HALF TERM
Noughts and 

Crosses
Media Studies

Students will explore ways in which 

various platforms of media portray 

certain stereotypes. Through print 

and film, students will analyse how 

age, gender and class are portrayed. 

Students will be able to decode 

meaning, define connotation and 

detonation and build up analytical 

skills. 

Creative Prose Writing

• Explore central themes, 

language and context 

present in Of Mice and Men. 

• Build up necessary 

comprehension and 

language skills that will help 

them with their GCSE 

Literature exam, component 

2. 

• Analyse the use of narrative 

voice and perspective 

featured in the novel, 

considering both the effect 

and intention behind the 

structural choice. 

Analysing non-fiction

• Students will be introduced 

to a selection of their GCSE 

poetry anthology. 

• They will build up key skills 

in annotating, analysing 

and exploring a poem, 

understanding ways to 

construct essay-based 

answers. 

Transactional writing 

• Martin Luther King, Adolf 

Hitler, Mahatma Gandi, Boris 

Johnson, Oliver Cromwell and 

Michelle and Barack Obama; 

speechmakers of all calibres, 

creeds and colours have used 

their words to persuade and 

inform. 

• To explore the exact power 

of speeches and their 

speakers, using topics they 

are passionate about to 

practice writing.

Reading Fiction Texts

• Students will read and 

reflect upon themes in a 

variety of short stories.

• They will use and exploit 

the stylistic features of 

fiction texts. Students will 

begin to develop their own 

individual writing style by 

using sophisticated 

techniques.

• Students will also 

demonstrate their 

knowledge of Gothic genre 

through their own creative 

writing.

A NOVEL STUDY

• Consider how the context of 
the text can affect the 
meaning.

• Look specifically at narrative 
techniques and how to 
apply them. 

• To explore how language 
and structure can create 
meaning within a text. 

TEXTS: Of Mice and Men TEXTS: A range of speeches 
from around the world and 
past GCSE papers

TEXTS: Half-caste, No 
Problem, Cousin Kate, A 
Poison Tree and Belfast 
Confetti.

TEXTS: Various non-fiction 
texts

TEXTS: Tell Tale Heart, 
Angela Carter, Edgar Allen 
Poe, Charles Dickens, Jekyll 
and Hyde and Dracula

TEXTS: Noughts and Crsses

ASSESSMENT: Assessment practice 
question in the style of Edexcel, 
Literature Paper 2. 

ASSESSMENT: Students will write a 
speech on a question based on 
English Language, Paper 2. 

ASSESSMENT: Assessment question 
in the style of on English Literature, 
Paper 2 

ASSESSMENT  Question in style of 
English Language Paper 2, Section B

ASSESSMENT:. Students will 
complete a past mock paper on 
English Language, Paper 1. 

ASSESSMENT: Spoken 
presentation in the style of 
Language, Spoken 
Endorsement. 


